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Here’s the Skinny…

Risk-Managed Accounts May Subdue
Sequence of Returns Risk
For simplicity, I’m going to start this explanation with data
published by BlackRock used to illustrate a basic understanding
of sequence of returns risk.
Stated simply, during accumulation and/or savings years,
sequence of returns has zero impact. Meaning, if you start with
a lump sum, the order of identical annual returns (positive or
negative) has no bearing on the end result.
However, the opposite is true during the distribution and/or
retirement income years. If you are making withdrawals and/
or extracting income, then the sequence of returns is crucial.
In fact, it can make or break your retirement. Negative annual
returns experienced early during one’s distribution years may
spell disaster. Assume the following:
Scenario 1: Accumulation or Savings Years
 Three investors made the same initial hypothetical investment
of $1,000,000 at age 40 with no additions or withdrawals.
 All had an average annual return of 7% over 25 years.
However, each experienced a different sequence of returns.
 At age 65, all had the same portfolio value, although they had
experienced different valuations along the way.
Scenario 2: Withdrawal or Distribution Years
 Three investors made the same initial hypothetical investment
of $1,000,000 upon retirement at age 65.
 All had an average annual return of 7% over 25 years,
which followed the same sequences as during the savings
phase example.
 All made withdrawals of $60,000 (6%), adjusted annually by
3% for inflation.
 At age 90, all had different portfolio values after the same
annual withdrawals.
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As you can see in Chart 1, the changing order for the annual
returns has no impact on the end result. All three investors finish
with exactly the same end accumulation value.
On the other hand, Chart 2 illustrates why historically the generally
accepted “safe” withdrawal rate has been considered 4%. However,
in current times as we’ve experienced significantly lower interest
rates, the dot-com bubble and bear market of the early 2000s,
plus the 2008-09 financial crisis, many now contend that a 4%
withdrawal rate is no longer safe – and that withdrawal rates should
be dialed back to 3% or lower.
You see, this is not an exact science, as it depends on so many
investment variations and factors. In Chart 2 for example, a 6%
withdrawal rate was assumed and Mr. White ran out of money,
while Mr. Rush may be in trouble depending upon how much longer
he lives and what his future annual returns may be, yet Mrs. Doe
appears to be in good shape financially.
When such “acceptable” or “safe” withdrawal rates are researched
and calculated, they are done so assuming static traditional
investment allocations. Therefore, they assume, for example, that
one simply must withstand and absorb declines from significant
market downturns – yet the entire purpose of risk management is to
mitigate downturns! And if one can mitigate downturns, the impact
on the research and income calculations is significant (more on that
in Part II).
However, unfortunately, investors are generally taught that
accumulating a certain-sized nest egg will solve all their retirement
woes. But obviously, that is not the case. It helps, don’t get me
wrong, more is always better than less when accumulating toward
retirement. But scenario 2 shows very clearly that the accumulation
amount isn’t the only important factor.
Yet most investors think that’s all there is to worry about – “I just
need to save until I hit my magic number.” Again, it’s not that simple.
Crafting a retirement income plan requires more knowledge, more
sophistication, and different tools than does simply saving and
accumulating toward retirement.
Risk-Managed Accounts … My First Line of Attack
Risk-managed accounts are my first line of attack against the
sequence of returns risk for investors withdrawing retirement
income from their accounts.

Please refer to disclosures at the end of the report.
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their returns, (1) one ran out of money, (2) another had a declining balance, and (3) the third maintained their $1,000,000 nest egg after
withdrawals. Mathematically these are all accurate and true. That’s the unusual challenge with sequence of returns risk – it depends on
the luck of the draw (regarding the order of annual returns).
So, do we just throw up our arms and pray the sequence of returns works in our favor? Of course not.
The looming retirement planning question is: “How may we prepare in real life?” Can we do anything to combat this risk besides simply
withdrawing less money? Well, let’s address the ultimate stress-test. Let’s hypothetically look at what would have occurred to investors in
the midst of the 2008-09 financial crisis.
We will compare and contrast relevant numerics for the S&P 500 Index alongside a risk-managed account from USA Financial
Portformulas® using the Sector Bull-Bear Strategy. A few things to note before the comparison … because this strategy didn’t exist
during the years shown, this is not actual performance and is only hypothetical. The performance numbers shown are post-advisory fee
reductions. This comparison strategy is just a tool, and there is still the risk for a substantial loss of principal and income.
In Chart 3, this is what performance and accumulation look like if we simply assume that both the S&P 500 and the Sector Bull-Bear
Strategy have $1,000,000 invested and are allowed to accumulate with no withdrawals from 2004 through 2016:
Chart 3
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At the end of this report (below my signature), see the link to the brochure for the Sector Bull-Bear Strategy if you would like to know more
details specifically about how the model functions. Suffice it to say here, the Sector Bull-Bear is a formulaic trending risk-managed model
that uses specific criteria to select among 11 sector ETFs for the S&P 500 via “sector trigger scores,” but then also calculates an overall
“master sector trigger” to formulaically dictate when the model will shift entirely out of equities to a conservative bond/gold ETF blend.
Chart 3 illustrates the S&P 500 (GRAY line) versus the net fee performance of the Sector Bull-Bear (BLUE line) from the beginning
of 2004 through 2016. Take particular note of how the Sector Bull-Bear would have responded during the 2008-09 financial crisis by
automatically shifting out of equities – revealing the popularity of using risk management.
But remember, we are discussing the perils of the sequence of returns risk and the difficulties it creates when distributing retirement
income withdrawals from a portfolio.
So next, we will extract withdrawals just as we initially discussed toward the beginning of this write-up.
In Chart 4, we will use the identical investment of $1,000,000 and identical performance from Chart 3. However, now we will assume
that the investor begins to immediately withdraw $60,000 per year, via monthly income checks, increasing each year by 3% to adjust
for inflation.
Chart 4
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In this chart, the GRAY line still represents the S&P 500 with ZERO
withdrawals, just so you have a point of reference. But our real focus
is now on the green and orange lines. The GREEN line represents
the S&P 500 less the withdrawals (again, beginning withdrawals at
$60,000/year paid monthly and increasing 3% annually for inflation).
Notice the severity of the decline during the 2008-09 financial crisis
and the fact that by 2016 the GREEN line is running consistently
below the initial investment of $1,000,000.
The ORANGE line represents the Sector Bull-Bear less the
same withdrawals (again, beginning withdrawals at $60,000/
year paid monthly and increasing 3% annually for inflation). Once
more, focus your attention on the reaction of the ORANGE line
during the 2008-09 financial crisis. Also, follow the ORANGE line
movement through 2016 as it remains significantly above the initial
investment of $1,000,000 through the duration. This is the value
of using risk management to combat the sequence of returns risk!
Unfortunately, all I ever read about the “acceptable retirement
withdrawal rate” and/or the “sequence of returns risk” is that one
must reduce their retirement income. It’s as if everyone forgot what
investment planning was all about. Risk management is why we
exist! Anyone can simply identify a 60/40 portfolio allocation and
reduce income payments from 6% down to 3%; there’s no need for
a financial advisor in a relationship based on that math.
But financial advisors exist to deliver value to their investors. And
risk management is one of the primary ways that such value may
be delivered … especially to an investor in need of withdrawing
retirement income.
As always, thanks for trusting us with your investment!
That's the Skinny,

Mike Walters, CEO
Link: Sector Bull-Bear Strategy Brochure
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Chart 1
Source: BlackRock. This graphic looks at the effect the sequence of returns can have on a portfolio value over a long period of time. Other factors that may affect the
longevity of assets include the investment mix, taxes and expenses related to investing. This is a hypothetical illustration. This illustration assumes a hypothetical initial
portfolio balance of $1,000,000 with no additions or withdrawals and the hypothetical sequence of returns noted in the table. These figures are for illustrative purposes
only and do not represent any particular investment, nor do they reflect any investment fees, expenses or taxes.
Chart 2
Source: BlackRock. This graphic looks at the effect the sequence of returns can have on a portfolio value over a long period of time. Other factors that may affect the
longevity of assets include the investment mix, taxes, expenses related to investing and the number of years of retirement funding (life expectancy). This is a hypothetical
illustration. This illustration assumes a hypothetical initial portfolio balance of $1,000,000, annual withdrawals of $60,000 adjusted annually by 3% for inflation and the
hypothetical sequence of returns noted in the table. These figures are for illustrative purposes only and do not represent any particular investment, nor do they reflect
any investment fees, expenses or taxes. When you are withdrawing money from a portfolio, your results can be affected by the sequence of returns even when average
return remains the same, due to the compounding effect on the annual account balances and annual withdrawals.
Charts 3 and 4
The performance illustrated in the comparison charts above use back-tested performance. Back-tested performance involves the application of an investment strategy
to past market data and conditions. The results do not represent actual trading using client assets but were achieved by means of the retroactive application of a model
that was designed with the benefit of hindsight. The results posted in this illustration should not be considered indicative of Portformula’s skills since money was not being
actively managed during the referenced time period and Portformulas was not providing investment advice. Client accounts will follow the strategies that generated these
back-tested results, however, these results may not reflect the impact that any material or market or economic factors might have had on Portformulas’ use of the backtested model if the model had been used during the period to actually manage client assets.
Returns for any strategy utilizing back-tested returns are calculated using the most recent month-end closing price for each holding chosen for the new period. Backtested returns further assume trading was executed on the first business day of the month and therefore, as stated, do not reflect actual trading. Actual trading occurs on
or near the beginning of the month, but not necessarily the first of the month. Due to market performance, fluctuations may occur after the first of the month but prior to
the actual trade date. Accordingly, actual results for investors who were invested in a Portformula strategy during the same time period may have been higher or lower
than the results for the period listed in this illustration.
The back-tested performance referenced herein is based on time-weighted returns. Because Portformulas published time-weighted returns, all advertised performance
data reflects performance after advisory fees have been deducted. Time-weighted returns show the compound growth rate in a portfolio while eliminating the varying
effect created by cash inflows and outflows by assuming a single investment at the beginning of the period and measuring market value growth or loss at the end of that
period.
Due to market volatility, current performance may be higher or lower than the performance shown. Investment may be purchased or sold without regard to how long
you have owned them. Frequent movement can result in tax implications. This illustration utilizes the S&P 500 Index because it is a well-known index and provides a
recognizable frame of reference. Indexes such as the S&P 500 are not publicly available investment vehicles and cannot be purchased.
Important Notice: Portformulas is an SEC-registered investment advisor. SEC registration does not imply a certain level of skill or training. Investing carried an inherent
element of risk and the potential for substantial loss in principal and income exists. Portformulas (the Firm) operates with limited discretionary authority to engage solely
in the implementation of specific step-by-step investment criteria and account rebalancing as indicated and selected by the client. This activity is generally referred to
by the Firm as a Portformula Investment Strategy. You should only invest in Portformulas upon receiving and reading the Portformulas ADV. SEC File No. 801-67442.
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